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MY IDEAL
I LIKE A BIG TOWN, I LIKE A SMALL TOWN
LOOK FOR THE HAPPY ENDING
WHAT THE GIRLS WILL WEAR
A LITTLE BIT O' JAZZ
NIJIGO NOVGO
IT WAS MEANT TO BE
TRY THIS ON YOUR PIANO
MY ELECTRIC GIRL

Words by
HARRY B. SMITH &
FRANCIS WHEELER

Chorus

"I don't care what becomes of me, I'm "shock"
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Helen of Troy, New York

(Boys) Helen,
(Boys) Helen,

Moderato

Voice

We've hung a-round,
Linger a-while,

Your smile— we'd miss.

If I could sub-di-vide my heart,
I'd give you each an e-qual

If you in-sist I'll have to
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One boy who'll do?    (Helen) To marry all of you'd be
Just for one kiss,    (Helen) You're taking in a lot of

great,                   But there are laws in New York State.
ground,                  One kiss would never go around.

Chorus

(Boys) Helen, your smile brings joy, To every boy in

Troy. No one could go unconcerned about you,
You are what few are, a dancing sunbeam. We listen when you talk,
We follow when you walk,

Homer would glory in writing the story, of Helen of Troy,

New York.
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Roll Along Missouri

Words by
BERT KALMAR
and HARRY RUBY

Music by
M. K. JEROME

Chorus

Roll - a - long Mis - sour

While

Sing your song Mis - sour
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Beale Street Mamma

By ROY TURK and
J. RUSSELL ROBINSON

Chorus

"Beale Street Mamma," woh do you come back home?
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LATEST SONG HITS

STELLA
YES SIR! THAT'S LOPSY BONES
TWO TIME DAN
ROLL ALONG MISSOURI
THAT TACOMA HOME O'MINE
HOTSY TOTSY TOWN
PIPE ORGAN BLUES

WAITIN' FOR THE EVENIN' MAIL
DADDY'S WONDERFUL PAL
WHO'S SORRY NOW
BEALE STREET MAMMA
BELLA DONNA
THE FIRST WALTZ
DON'T THINK YOU'LL BE MISSED
JOE IS HERE

SOMEBODY, SOMEHOW SOMEDAY
DOWN IN MARYLAND
MOTHER IN IRELAND
THE LOVELIGHT IN YOUR EYES
AGGRAVATIN' PAPA
ONE NIGHT IN JUNE
THAT SWEET SOMEBODY O'MINE
I'LL Be In My Dixie Home Again To-Morrow
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